HIPPOLOGY, HORSE BOWLS, SPEECH & DEMO CONTESTS
CD or DVD

B-CD1  Horse Bowl: an Interactive CD/University of Kentucky
200 horse-related questions for practicing for horse bowl events. All questions have been classified into a subject matter and youth level categories, and sited with a specific reference. (This does not work in newer PCs. Request at no charge)

B-CD2  Hippology slide presentation by Connie Talent
Powerpoint presentation from an experienced Hippology coach.

B-CD3  Feedstuffs by Connie Talent
Powerpoint presentation from an experienced Hippology coach.

B-DVD1  2007 National 4-H Horse Classic Western Division Individual Demonstrations
B-DVD2  2007 National 4-H Horse Classic Western Division Team Demonstrations
B-DVD3  2007 National 4-H Horse Classic Western Division Public Speaking
B-DVD4  2008 National 4-H Horse Classic Western Division Team Demonstrations
B-DVD5  2008 National 4-H Horse Classic Western Division Public Speaking

DRILL TEAM
DVD

DT-DVD1  RCMP Musical Ride
The complete show Royal Canadian Mounted Police Musical Ride features the complete Musical Ride show, with a behind the scenes look at the horse breeding farm and the training facility for the Musical Ride.

DT-DVD2  2012 Kentucky 4-H State Drill Team Competition 2 Disc
See various teams perform at the Kentucky State Competition

ENGLISH
DVD

E-DVD1 part 1  In the English Tradition Part I / AQHA
Tack, apparel, selection, training, cavaletti, showing, judging  23 min

E-DVD1 part 2  In the English Tradition Part II / AQHA Don Burt
Don Burt explains the class routine, gives pointers on showing and judging in hunter hack, working hunter and jumping. Can be shown with or without Part 1. 1982 – 17 min.

E-DVD2  Selecting and Showing Hunter Under Saddle Horses / Carla Wennberg & Leslie Lange AQHA What to look for in a hunter under saddle horse and how the event is judged. 1997 – 48 minutes.

E-DVD3 part 1  Centered Riding I / Sally Swift
Covering the basic concepts showing the relationship between the rider and the motion of the horse.

E-DVD3 part 2  Centered Riding II / Sally Swift
Applying techniques from part 1 to the sitting trot, circles, canter, lateral work, and jumping.

E-DVD4  George Morris: Teaching and Training the American Way
Learn the most fundamental aspects of the American Hunter/Jumper Forward Riding System.
GENERAL (Basic riding, horse care...)

DVD

G-CD1 Presenting to Win with Vicky Lawrie
Tips for showing and a demonstration on how Ms Lawrie prepares three different horses for the show ring.

G-DVD1 AQHA Class Descriptions
Overview of Halter, English, Western and divisions (Open, Amateur, Select, Youth) 22min.

G-DVD2 part 1 Horse Sense - Horse Handling / AQHA
Selection, confirmation, safety, handling, halter breaking, grooming, clipping, bedding, attire, trailering, training, saddling, riding, horsemanship, tack, safety, mounting, positions, gaits

G-DVD2 part 2 Horse Sense - Starting the Young Horse / AQHA
Selection, confirmation, safety, handling, halter breaking, grooming, clipping, bedding, attire, trailering, training, saddling, riding, horsemanship, tack, safety, mounting, positions, gaits

G-DVD2 part 3 Horse Sense - Riding Basics / AQHA
Selection, confirmation, safety, handling, halter breaking, grooming, clipping, bedding, attire, trailering, training, saddling, riding, horsemanship, tack, safety, mounting, positions, gaits

G-DVD3 Resistance Free Bitting Basics / Sh rake
Includes the history components, placement, and types of bits.

G-DVD4 Balance in Movement: The Seat of the Rider / von Dietze
How to develop unity. Shows methods best to address problems and faults.

G-DVD5 Every Time - Every Ride
Helmet safety by Washington University

G-DVD6 Ride like a natural: get on the Equiball (Part 3) / Wendy Murdoch
Finding a solid ride position for all disciplines; following the horse's walk and trot; sitting to the canter; lengthening your horse's stride. 2006

G-DVD7 Understanding Bits / Stormy May
Comparison of the six bit types; proper use of bits, and bridles without bits; how to test a bit's severity; bit materials; fitting bits, and bridles without bits. 2003

G-DVD8 Arabians: The Best Kept Secret
Information on Arabian horses from the Arabian Horse Association. 2005

JUDGING

DVD

J-CD1 Interactive Horse Judging / K State Research & Extension
Chapters include Identification, Stock Type Conformation & Oral Reasons (Does not work in newer computers)

J-CD2 Jon Wolf's Horse Judging Resource CD
Help topics include: coaching, Contestants, Oral reasons, Class Judging Criteria and Website Resources

J-DVD1 2003 Arabian Horse Judging Contest

J-DVD2 Judging Roping / AQHA
Dally Team Roping, heading, heeling, tie down. Criteria of what to look for. Two classes of four horses to judge and an explanation of official placings. 33min

J-DVD3 Judging Western Pleasure / AQHA
Demonstrates correct movements at all three gaits (walk, jog and lope) and the proper head carriage. Sample classes. 63min

J-DVD4 Trail: An Interactive Judging Guide
Covers basics of the class, gives practice classes and quizzes, six sets of oral reasons

J-DVD5 Morgan Equitation / American Morgan Horse Association
A guide to understanding and judging the Morgan Horse in a variety of horse show disciplines
DVD JUDGING CONT

**J-DVD6 Perfect Practice Series Halter Level 1 Judges** / Jon Wolf
Information for coaches, judging tips and strategies, 2 practice classes Quarter Horse mares & geldings, learn to use the reasons grid and written reasons, Q & A section on judging concepts.

**J-DVD7 Perfect Practice Series Halter Level 2 Judges** / Jon Wolf
Information for level 2 judges. Information for coaches, judging tips and strategies, 2 practice classes Quarter Horse mares & Stock Type geldings, written reasons Q & A section on judging concepts.

**J-DVD8 Perfect Practice Series Halter Level 3 Judges** / Jon Wolf
Information for level 3 judges. Information for coaches, judging tips and strategies, 2 practice classes Quarter Horse mares & geldings, written reasons Q & A section on judging concepts.

**J-DVD9 Perfect Practice Series Part 1 Halter Decisions (Level 4)** / Jon Wolf
Used for individuals or group discussion with special attention placed on making decisions. 25 pairs of horses to evaluate for answering questions. Q & A inserts with a total of 20 questions (& answers).

**J-DVD10 2005 National Western 4-H Horse Classic Judging Contest**

**J-DVD9 Perfect Practice Series Part 2 Halter Decisions (Level 4)** / Jon Wolf
Used for individuals or group discussion with special attention placed on making decisions. 2 classes (mares & geldings) to judge. Official placings & cuts follow each class.

**J-DVD11 2002 Rocky Mountain Horse Expo Youth Judging Contest**
3-yr-old Stock Horse mares, 2-yr-old Stock Horse geldings Aged Stock Horse stallions, Arabian mares, Western Riding, Reining, Western Pleasure, Western Horsemanship, Hunter Under Saddle, Hunt Seat Equitation.

**J-DVD12 2004 Rocky Mountain Horse Expo Youth Judging Contest**
Arabian mares, 2-yr-old and under Stock Type mares, Aged Stock Horse stallions & geldings, Western Pleasure, Western Horsemanship, Reining, Hunter Under Saddle, Hunt Seat Equitation, Hunter Hack.

**J-DVD13 2005 Rocky Mountain Horse Expo Youth Judging Contest**

**J-DVD14 Perfect Practice Series DVD 5 Oral Reasons** / Jon Wolf
Includes setting up your judging book, taking notes, starting beginner judgers, scoring system for reasons, 8 sample reason sets are: Novice, Intermediate & Advanced Halter, Western Pleasure, Hunter under saddle, Reining, Hunter Hack & Western Riding.

**J-DVD15 Perfect Practice Series DVD 6 - Practice Halter Classes** / Jon Wolf
Two classes Quarter Horse Mares & Geldings.

**J-DVD16 Perfect Practice Series DVD 7 - “Choices” Western Pleasure** / Julie Vogel
56 Western Pleasure pairs.

**J-DVD17 Perfect Practice Series DVD 8 - Preparing for a Judging Class** / Jon Wolf
Stock type halter, Western Pleasure, Hunter Under Saddle, Western Horsemanship, Hunt Seat Equitation.

**J-DVD18 Missouri Fox Trotter Model Class**
Judging the Missouri Fox Trotter Model Class.

**J-DVD19 2007 National Western 4-H Horse Classic Judging Contest**
Quarter Horse geldings & mares, Percheron geldings, Western Horsemanship, Western Pleasure, Western Riding, Reining, Hunter Under Saddle, Hunt Seat Equitation.

**J-DVD20 What's Your Pleasure:** / National Snaffle Bit Association
Standard Guidelines for Judging and Presenting in the Western Pleasure Event. 2006

**J-DVD21 Part 1 Horse Show Pattern Judging Part 1**
Classes of Showmanship, Western Horsemanship and Hunt Seat Equitation from a 4H county fair with official placing and video/audio critique by a professional horse show judge.
DVD JUDGING CONT

J-DVD21 Part 2 Horse Show Pattern Judging Part 2
Classes of Western Riding and Trail from a 4H county fair with official placing and video/audio critique by a professional horse show judge.

J-DVD22 Perfect Practice Series DVD9-Hunter Under Saddle/Jon Wolf
60 Hunter Under Saddle pairs are critiqued by Julie Voge in a question and answer format.

J-DVD23 Perfect Practice Series DVD10- Performance Classes/Jon Wolf
Dave Whitaker officiates and critiques 4 performance classes: Hunter Under Saddle, Novice Western Pleasure, Western Horsemanship I & II

J-DVD24 Perfect Practice Series DVD11- Horse Judging series/ Jon Wolf
20 Showmanship and 20 Western Horsemanship Runs. Put any four together and make a class to judge

with the Black Hawk East Horse Judging Team Includes 10 sets of oral reasons using DVDs 1,2,3,4 & 6 of the Perfect Practice series classes. Also included are 6 bonus sets of performance reasons

J-DVD26 2008 Arabian Horse Youth Judging Contest

J-DVD27 Horse Show Pattern Part 1 Conformation 2 & 3 year old mares and geldings
contains a total of 7 classes of 2 and 3 year old horses – 4 classes of mares and 3 classes of geldings. Each class contains 4 horses and is accompanied by an official placing and a video / audio critique by an experienced horse show judge.

J-DVD28 Horse Show Pattern Judging Part 3
Judging Showmanship, Hunt Seat Equitation, and Trail One class of each containing 7 exhibitors and is accompanied by an official placing and a video/audio critique by a profession horse show judge.

J-DVD29 AQHA Showing To Win: Western Pleasure
Examples of correct and incorrect performances at all three gaits in four chapters: Cadence and Rhythm, Consistency of Performance, Topline and Expression, Presentation

J-DVD30 AQHA Showing To Win: Showmanship at Halter
DVD illustrates the standards for the class and provides you with the information you need to practice, plan and successfully perform a showmanship pattern. Place four exhibitors after they run through a showmanship pattern and hear official placings and critiques of two officials judges.

J-DVD31 AQHA Showing To Win: Trail
Illustrates the standards and provides you the information you need to successfully navigate a trail pattern and the score card. Using unique graphics and video technology, Showing to Win: Trail defines the trail scoring system and what the judges are looking for in a trail pattern.

J-DVD32 CEV Practice Horse Judging- Performance-I
This DVD is designed to help students improve their performance horse judging skills. The presentation contains nine performance classes: two hunt seat equitation classes, two trail classes, two western horsemanship classes, two western riding classes and one reining class. The official class placings, cuts, and reasons are provided by Kris Wilson, Horse Judging Coach, Texas Tech University. 60 min

J-DVD33 2010 National Western 4-H Horse Classic Judging Contest

J-DVD33A 2010 National Western 4-H Horse Classic Judging Contest Sample Oral Reasons
Pair this with the Nationals DVD

J-DVD34 AQHA Showing to Win: Western Horsemanship
DVD illustrates the standards for the class, going through clear examples of good and bad rider position and horse gaits. It explains the judging scoring system and allows you to score and place four runs and compare results to the official judges’ scores.
MINIATURE HORSE

DVD

M-DVD1 How To Clip a Miniature Horse with Brooke Sheridan
“The Clipper Girl” teaches you how to take your fuzzy mini to a sculpted work of art. Learn how to get the perfect clip. Includes equipment choices and maintenance tips.

M-DVD2 Everything Miniature: A Clean Start (How to bathe your horse)/Cindy Coffman 1 hr 7 min.
How to bathe and care for your mini. Covers: necessary and useful bathing products, bathing techniques, tail braiding and good coat conditioning. Bathing done on a dark mini and a white mini to see steps for both colors.

M-DVD3 Everything Miniature: Clipping for Show/ Cindy Coffman 2 disc 1 hr 55 min
Continuing with the clean conditioned horses shown in “A Clean Start”, learn how to properly clip your miniature or pony. Proper clipping techniques and skills are shown from start to finish. Size blades and blending are covered.

M-DVD4 Everything Miniature: Show Day Prep and Makeup/ Cindy Coffman 1 hr 4 min
Covers at-the-show preparation from head to hoof. Two clipped minis (one dark, one light) are prepared for the show ring. Shows hoof sanding and polishing, mane and tail preparation, body brushing and final sprays.

M-DVD5 Everything Miniature: Showing your Miniature at Halter/Jim Curry 2 disc 2 hrs 18 min
Great overview on training you and your horse to properly show at halter. Covers: stopping and standing, positioning legs and body, baiting to get the correct neck, trotting in hand, properly fitting show halters, and showing AMHR, ASPC Classic and AMHA classes.

M-DVD6 Pony Primer: Groundwork/ Amber Montgomery 2 disc 1 hr 25 min
Amber explains steps involved in preparing a small equine for the cart. Covers proper lunging techniques, basic ground work, adding bridles, training bits and back saddles for round pen work, and advances to the bitting rig and ground driving. Finishes with hooking to the cart and the first drive.

M-DVD7 Pony Primer: Harness Up/ Amber Montgomery 1 hr 11 min
How to harness your pony or miniature horse. Amber discusses each piece of the harness and provides the correct ames and purpose of each part, along with how to properly fit it to your horse. Demonstrates both types of bridles (overcheck and sidecheck) and shows both French Tug and wrap strap back saddles, finishing with the proper way to hitch to the cart.

M-DVD8 Training Your Horse For Halter Obstacle/ Patty Cloke 53 min
This video shows the basics of training your horse for Halter Obstacle or Trail in Hand classes.

M-DVD9 Training Your Horse For Driving Obstacle/ Patty Cloke 25 min
How to successfully teach your trained driving horse how to move laterally and with confidence through a variety of obstacles. Starts with the basics and moves up through the steps needed to complete a course.

M-DVD10 Training Your Horse For Hunter/Patty Cloke 33 min
How to successfully train your horse to jump fences and obstacles with style and confidence. Starts with the basic of ground poles and shows the steps necessary to make a confident hunter horse. Includes a segment on braiding your horse for Hunter class.

REINING

DVD

R-DVD1 Reining Basics with Craig Johnson / AQHA
Bridle & rein cues, leg & body cues, voice & sound cues. 1986 R-DVD2 Best of NRHA Inside Reining’s Training R-DVD2
Best of NRHA Inside Reining’s Training Secrets / NRHA
Features Matt Mills on Balance; Todd Crawford on Leg Pressure; Dell Hendricks on Neck Reining; Shawn Flarida on Stops; Brent Loseke on Circling. 2007

R-DVD3 2008 NRHA Futurity/Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Two sections of open finals (2 discs)
SPEED EVENTS

DVD
SE-DVD1 Pole Bending with Marlene Eddleman-McRae
SE-DVD2 Millennium Video Series By Marlene McRae Solutions Revised Winning Edge 2 -
Step-by-step evaluation on problems and how to fix them through technique, equipment and exercises.
SE-DVD3 Barrel Racing the Youree Way / Dale Youree Dale
Youree discusses his approach to barrels and how he trains barrel horses for competition.
SE-DVD4 Barrel Racing: Problem Horses-Problem People / Combs
Shows problems that barrel horse have and shows exercises to help horse and rider achieve their best performance.
SE-DVD5 Pts. 1-6 Barrel Racing Success / Clinton Anderson & Sherry Cervi
From picking a barrel racing prospect, to laying a sound groundwork foundation, to tips for shaving seconds off your time and the equipment to invest in.; watch three different problem horses become high end competitors that are calm, sound and fast.
SE-DVD6 Exercises in Consistency
Danyelle Campbell focuses on controlling her horse’s entire body by limiting the influence of her hands and focusing more on her legs. In this video she clearly shows and explains to you exactly what that means, and how it affects your horse’s movement and performance. Danyelle is known for having horses that are very aggressive leaving the turns, and in this video she illustrates several exercises and the philosophy that she employs to get her horses working this way. This video will provide you with an abundance of exercises for you and your horse, both on and off the pattern. With the use of props for some exercises and the barrels for others, Danyelle is able to provide you with instruction that feels simple to incorporate into your current program.
SE-DVD7 2 Discs Finesse for Success
Paul Humphrey shows how to keep issues from ever cropping up by ensuring that your horse has a strong foundation.Unlike some training videos that emphasize the importance of the basics and never show you what they are talking about, Paul brings along three horses at different training stages to clearly illustrate the foundation elements you should be instilling into your horses. He also uses these three different horses to impress the importance of tailoring your training and exercises to your horse’s level of understanding.
SE-DVD8 Your Job as a Rider
Jackie Dube Jatzlau focuses not on the horse’s job in the run, but on your job as a rider, discussing the importance of understanding what the rider should focus on in order to make a successful pairing with their horse, including the importance of bonding with your horse and how it translates into the run. As an added bonus, Charlotte Cunningham offers advice for the warm up pen and discusses the importance of warm up pen manners. It’s an etiquette lesson that can save someone’s life.
SE-DVD9 Balance, Rhythm and Timing
Kristen Weaver Brown helps you to learn how to “feel” the right motion by teach you how the balance, rhythm and timing affect the perfect rider to horse relationship. The exercises demonstrated in this video focus primarily on the rider’s responsibility while riding. Kristen teaches you what your legs and hands are for and explains why your horse reacts as he does. The exercises will strengthen your cues and help you to find your center of gravity as a rider.
SE-DVD10 Extreme Barrel Racing: Wicked Turns
Tammy Key-Fischer The video focuses on exercises that will improve your turns in the pattern. Suitable for intermediate to advanced riders, as some of the concepts and exercises do require some previous knowledge, and at least average riding ability, and is for horses at a more advanced training level, addressing the importance of softness, hip control, equipment selection, and rider and horse position in the turns. Includes a discussion about bit, saddle and pad selection.
SE-DVD11 Balance, Rhythm, Repetition and Relaxation
Tamara Reinhardt discusses why you must have balance, rhythm, repetition and relaxation in your training program in order to succeed: how to use all four of your basic riding aids in a balanced fashion in order to communicate with your horse, use cadence and seat to control the speed of your horse’s gaits, use practice to sharpen your horse, but avoid dulling his edge by overworking him; and explains how a combination of consistent balance, rhythm and repetition will help your horse to relax and perform with confidence.She discusses bit selection, focusing on the concept of fitting your horse properly for a bit.
SE-DVD12 Communication and Consistency
Charlotte Cunningham discusses specific issues that are common to barrel racers all over, covering positioning your horse in the pattern in a consistent manner, and how that seemingly simple act will solve most problems. She provides solutions to issues like running past the barrel, hitting barrels and horses that sling their butts. Also covers equipment

SE-DVD13 Building on the Basics
Lyndée Stairs The video addresses feeding and supplements, shoe selection, bit selection, rider hand placement, rein length, speed transitions in the pattern, and common mistakes made in the “whoa”. Lyndée explains her 5-3-1 approach to the barrel, and explains such common sense training philosophy as, “...Quit when it’s good.” She address the basic skills she likes her young horses to have prior to starting the pattern, and she demonstrates drills for young horses that build on those basics. Lyndée also provides you with exercises for addressing issues as they arise, and shows how she works a hotter horse to keep her calm.

SE-DVD14 Making that Winning Run
Brad Wagner This video is suitable for beginner to advanced riders with at least average riding ability, and the exercises presented here are suitable for young to finished horses. Brad discusses such topics as bit selection, head placement, flexion, pocket size, alleyway refusal, leaning into pockets, and ducking at barrels. He rides three horses that are at different levels in their training.

SE-DVD15 2 Disc Set: Ground Work to Fast Work
This series will literally take the viewer from beginning to end, from ground work to fast work! Charlotte has planned a series that starts by bringing Terry Ford, John Paul Trujillo and T.J. Jones of RTF Running Horses right into your living room where they will help you select and train your colts from start to finish.

SE-DVD16 Countdown to Winning: Tana Poppino
This DVD demonstrates how a professional barrel racer adjusts her riding and routine to the horse that she is riding. It is suitable for beginner to advanced riders with at least average riding ability, and the exercises presented here are suitable for young to finished horses. Tana takes time to discuss the importance of a strong routine and knowing your horse, hauling tips and preparation, bit and protective boot selection, feeding and supplements.

TRAIL (Including trail riding & trail class )

DVD

TL-DVD1 Water & Bridge Crossing / Bell
Teaching your horse to cross water, bridges, tarps and even sheets of plywood.

TL-DVD2 Conquering Trail Riding Obstacles / Riders Elite Academy
Helping you and your horse ride trails safely

TL-DVD3 Self Defense for Trail Riders / Scott Hansen
Shows you what you and your horse need to do in the event someone tries to attack you on the trail.

TL-DVD4 Trail Mania Pt 1  Tackling the Obstacles
Known as "The Trail Man" Tim Kimura teaches you how to tackle the obstacles by planning the approaches and the angles.

TL-DVD4 Trail Mania Pt 2 Learning the Trail Pattern
Tim Kimura covers distances between obstacles, how judges score patterns and answers questions on how to memorize patterns.
**TRAINING DVD**

TR-CD1 Sensory Training Simplified / Riders Elite Academy  
A guide to despoook your horse  

TR-DVD1 Series 1 Pts. 1-4 Gaining Respect and Control on the Ground Series I: / Clint Anderson 
Step-by-step ways to make bridling and leading easy, advanced lunging and desensitizing exercises. Introduction to circle driving and side passes. Exercises that will challenge your horse while rewarding you with even more manageability and cooperation. 2003 - 6 hrs 53 min  
ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

TR-DVD3 Series 3 Pts 1-5 Gaining Respect and Control on the Ground Series III: / Clint Anderson 2005 - (over 6 hrs.)  
ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

TR-DVD4 Series 1 Pts. 1-4 Riding With Confidence Series I / Clint Anderson  
Teach your horse to move off at a walk, trot, or canter on a loose rein with leg pressure. Learn to cue your horse verbally without reins. Learn how to use the "emergency brake", the one rein stop. 2003 - 6 hrs 10 min  
ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

TR-DVD5 Series 2 Pts. 1-4 Riding With Confidence Series II / Clint Anderson 2003 - 6 hrs 10 min  
ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

TR-DVD6 Series 3 Pts. 1-4 Riding With Confidence Series III / Clint Anderson 2003 - 6 hrs 10 min  
ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

TR-DVD8 The Basics of Winning: Key to a Good Ride: Groundwork / Wells  
The importance and strategy behind groundwork and what to expect from your horse, young or old before you get on her back.

TR-DVD9 Trailer Loading with Frank Bell  
Deals with the wide variety of problems which can confront the horse owner attempting to trailer a horse.

TR-DVD10 My Horse Pulls Back / Lyons  
Concise and easy to understand information to help correct this behavior.

TR-DVD11 Controlling Your Horse's Speed / Lyons  
Gain control of your horse at the walk, trot or canter.

TR-DVD12 Josh Lyons Next Generation Teaching Series 1 - Foal Handling  
First steps in training foals that includes round pen work, haltering, accepting the bridle, yielding to pressure, holding for the farrier and trailering

TR-DVD13 Josh Lyons Next Generation Teaching Series 2 - Teaching Tricks  
Teach the bow, laying down, sitting up and other techniques to help you control your horse.

TR-DVD14 Josh Lyons Next Generation Teaching Series 3 - Spins & Shoulder Control  
Control your horse in all directions. Introduces neck reining. Gaining control of hindquarters.

TR-DVD15 Josh Lyons Next Generation Teaching Series 3 - Leads & Lead Changes  
Improve responsiveness, building rhythmic gaits, leads in all gaits including flying lead changes.

TR-DVD16 Josh Lyons Next Generation Teaching Series 3 - Sliding Stops & Rollbacks  
Teach your horse the speed you want when you want it. Control the stop. Explains rollbacks.

TR-DVD17 Pts 1-3 John Lyons Training from the Heart #1  
pt 1 Catch your Horse, Calm Down Cue, Rider Fear, Directional Control, "Buddy Sour" Behavior.  
pt 2 Standing Still, Kicking on the Trail, Bitting Horses, Hip Control, Pecking Order, Speed Control  
pt 3 Leading, Spooking, Collection, Crossing Obstacles, Sidepassing, Jigging, Hills, Crossing Water

TR-DVD18 Pts 1-4 The Best Start for the Unbroke Horse/Lyons  
Basic & Advanced Round Pen, Catching & Stall Manners, Working Two Horses, Spooking & Obstacles, Dragging Objects,  
Leg Cues, Riding over Obstacles, Hip & Shoulder Control, Stopping, Backing & Side Passing  
ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY
DVD TRAINING CONT

TR-DVD19 Back to Basics with Craig Cameron
Basic and Fundamental Horsemanship for Young, Old and Problem Horses. Includes Horse warm-ups, De-spooking, Saddle presentation, Handling of legs & feet, Ground driving, Laying down method, Safe mounting procedure, Introducing the bit, & Trailer loading

TR-DVD20 Dark into Light / Craig Cameron
Includes Starting the young horse, Advanced leading, Developing flexibility, Overcoming spookiness and crossing scary objects, Driving, Hobbling, Laying the horse down.

TR-DVD21 Riding from the Ground / Karen Scholl
Learn to safely establish more communication with your horse to improve transitions, direction, backing and sideways maneuvers.

TR-DVD22 Riding from Above / Karen Scholl
Transitions skills from the ground to riding to build confidence and security.

TR-DVD23 Laterals vs. Forward Motion / Dan Evans
If you ever had more trouble after you started training then before, this video explains why. Exposing the horses defenses against difficult maneuvers and advanced work and regaining rider control. 1991

TR-DVD24 Breaking / Dan Evans
Training the unbroken horse - halter, longeing, ground driving, butting, saddling

DVD TRAINING CONT

TR-DVD25 Making Your Horse Road Safe using Mounted Police Techniques / Scott Hansen
Show you what you and your horse need to do to ride safely on the roads with traffic.

TR-DVD26 My Horse Won't Go / Pat Parelli
How to create impulsion of rix the "go button". How to help your horse become more responsive and learn how to motivate and energize the lazy horse. 2003

TR-DVD27 Pts 1-6 Handling foals, Weanlings, and Yearlings: Building a Foundation for Success/ Anderson
Valuable training and handling tips to teach you exercises to enhance your horse’s respect and confidence. Includes desensitizing to help become less spooky and introduce new experiences, round pen and catching techniques, lungeing, circle driving, flexing and sending to improve your horse’s knowledge and willingness to work with you. ORDER EACH PART INDIVIDUALLY

TR-DVD28 Balance & Rhythm in the Saddle (Goodnight’s Principles of Riding Series)/ Julie Goodnight
Goodnight demonstrates the elements of proper position and balance in the saddle and the ability to move in rhythm with your horse’s stride. Appeals to all levels, ages and recreational and competitive riders in all disciplines. (1hr 18 min 2004)

TR-DVD29 Communication and control from the Saddle (Goodnight’s Principles of Riding Series)/ Julie Goodnight
Goodnight teaches you how to ride with control and easy communication with your horse by using natural aids. Use natural horsemanship and classic riding techniques to use seat cues to communicate lightly and effectively with your horse. (1hr 13 min 2004)

TR-DVD30 Perfect Practice (Goodnight’s Principles of Riding Series)/ Julie Goodnight
Goodnight leads riders through fun exercises designed to improve coordination and gain rhythm, control and confidence.(1 hr 56 min 2006)

TR-DVD 31 Canter with Confidence (Goodnight's Principles of Riding Series)/ Julie Goodnight
Goodnight explains the gait’s footfalls and how your body impacts your horse as you cue for a canter, select a lead, and feel when to ask for a lead change. (1 hr 33 min 2006)

TR-DVD32 Refinement and Collection (Goodnight’s Principles of Riding Series) Julie Goodnight
How to refine your position and cues to engage your horse’s mind and body. Develop a precision to help you collect your horse into a perfect position creating synchronicity and partnership with your horse. (1hr 25 min 2006)

TR-DVD33 Endotapping Basics & Under Saddle / JP Giacomini 2 Discs
Teach relaxation from the ground and the saddle with the Endotapping technique

TR-DVD34 iHorse Trainer iPocket Guide/ Randy Byers Horsemanship Bridle Work
8 videos designed to teach ground exercises called "Bridle Work", 8 essential cues from the ground that are needed to ride a horse under saddle. Includes pocket size book. 2011

**DVD TRAINING CONT**

**TR-DVD35 iHorse Trainer iPocket Guide/Randy Byers Horsemanship Lesson 1: The Foundation**

12 In-depth exercises that take the rider through the first ride to the start of collection, gaining control of the shoulders, haunches, forward and stopping. Pocket size book included 2011

**WESTERN**

**DVD**

**W-DVD1 Selecting & Showing Western Pleasure Horses / Ross & Moser AQHA**

Conformation, movement and performance analyzed. 1995

**W-DVD2 V1 Pt1 Maximizing Your Western Pleasure Horse/ Dana Hokana**

Exercises to enhance your horse’s movement. These exercises will increase your horse’s flexibility and length of stride, improve lift and balance, adding to the quality of movement in the lope and trot.

**W-DVD2 V1 Pt2 Maximizing Your Western Pleasure Horse/ Dana Hokana**

Improve your seat to enhance your performance and show ring presentation. Learn how your seat can affect your horse’s movement.

**W-DVD3 V2 Maximizing Your Western Pleasure Horse/Dana Hokana How To Keep Your Show Horse Going Long Term**

Covers how to layer and reestablish a solid foundation, schooling your horse in the show ring, the 10 most common cheats and their fixes, maintenance tips to keep your horses sound, and more!

**W-DVD4 V3 Maximizing Your Western Pleasure Horse/Dana Hokana 7 Steps to Slow Your Horse Down Without Sacrificing Movement**

7 tips to slow your horse down: The Arc, Drive Forward, Self Carriage, Identify Lean, Neck Reining Exercises, Counter Cantering, Stop and Redirect

**W-DVD5 Take Control: How to Develop Feel and Timing/Dana Hokana**

Covers: Raise Your Level of Awareness, Follow Through, Push Through resistance, Use a Fair Approach with Your Hands and Legs. Also learn how to tell the difference between a refusal and an “I don’t understand.”

**W-DVD6 Take Control: Developing the Headset on Your Horse Without Gimmicks/Dana Hokana**

Learn top secrets to a soft mouth and face, gain collection and control of your horse’s body, teach your horse to stay between your reins.